Watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tr9uAwA-APM

- What is the name of Paddington’s aunt? _______________________________________
- How is she arriving to London? She is arriving by _____________________________
- Under what bridge is she passing? She is passing under _______________________
- Write the monuments you recognize:
  ________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________
- What transports are Paddington and Aunt Lucy taking?
  They are taking ____________________, then they are taking ____________________
- What underground station are they getting in and getting off?
  They are getting in at _________________________________
  They are getting off at _________________________________
- What does the bus ticket seller say?
  “A _ _ a _ _ d”  “M _ _ your s _ _ Madam”
- What does Paddington say to buy the bus tickets seller?
  “T _ _ and a h _ _ b _ _ s please”

Voc:
to say: dire
the seller: le vendeur
to get in: monter (dans un moyen de transport)
to get off: descendre (d’un moyen de transport)
to take: prendre